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 VOICE CLASS for FUN!	

Cris’ clients perform in living rooms and showers across the country as well as on 
Broadway stages and National Tours, recitals, and top regional theaters. He strives 
to give every student confidence and customized techniques for singing and 
performing at every level (ages 4-89 years’ young and counting! ) 

His over 25 years’ experience as a Singer, Accompanist, Music Director, Director, 
Actor, Voice-Over Artist and Speech Coach give him a unique perspective.  
~ Find out how he can help you enjoy your singing more, too! 

•   Secrets to Breath Control that will give you more Power 
•   Better Warm-Ups  
•   Vocal Exercises you can do to strengthen your voice  
•   How to work on a specific Song(s) that fits you and your voice 
•   To find where the Hidden Traps in your songs are  
•   To unlock greater Resonance and Beauty in your Tone 
•   How your Intuitive Voice brings better connection to your singing

• Sheet music you sing or want to sing - any style!  
• Willingness to learn and practice what we work on each week 
• Knowledge that everyone’s at a different place in their journey 

Mondays 7-9:15pm 
At Scripps Ranch Theatre  
(on Alliant University Campus) 
(Dates-10/21, 10/28, 11/4, 11/11, 11/18) 

Ages 40+  ~ All levels welcome! 
Small Class ~ Just 15 students!  
$279 ~   Total due at sign-up   

(Refer& bring a friend ~ save $50 each!**)  
SIGN-UP NOW   

       Email cris@vocalcoachstudio.com     
CRIS O’BRYON   
Voice Teacher, Pianist,  

Music Director, Singer, Actor 

** BONUS ~ Each attendee gets an extra $150 off a Private Coaching 12-pack!

 WHAT TO KNOW:

WHAT TO BRING:

 For anyone 40+ who wants to enjoy their VOICE more and see it grow! 

Email cris@vocalcoachstudio.com  to reserve your slot now!

WHAT YOU’LL LEARN:
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“I highly recommend my vocal 
coach, Cris O’Bryon, to those 
wishing to improve their vocal 
technique and performance skills.  
Cris uses a truly unique, fun and 
intuitive method of finding your 
best self musically.  He works on 
your specific vocal technique 
within the scope of the music you 
are performing.”

“Cris is a true joy to work with.  The breadth and 
depth of his knowledge is always applied in context 
to my background and interests.  His lessons are 
always entertaining.  Cris is the force behind  the 
creative voice I have developed and am proud to 
have.  He is the Robin Williams of musical theater - 
high energy, witty and fun to be around.  I also love 
that he continues to perform at numerous venues 
and stages around San Diego.  Without reservation, 
I recommend Cris for any level of student.”

“Cris O’Bryon famous voice class is coming!  
 I first experienced Cris in a master class with 
James Vasquez of the Old Globe and was 
startled by how much I learned in a single hour 
just watching.  I took lessons with him weekly 
for two years after getting my masters in vocal 
performance and still every week left excited 
and hungry to work on what he’d shown me.   
He completely shaped what I’m able to do 
while singing.  Highly, HIGHLY recommend.”

WHAT STUDENTS ARE SAYING…	
“Each session with Cris was of the 
highest quality. He has a way of 
motivating and guiding students that 
allows for growth, understanding and 
ownership of their musical skills. 
In addition, Cris is a marvelous 
teacher. He draws links to the skills of 
singing and acting that students can 
apply to their life as a whole. I found 
myself completely engaged in his 
lessons. He has always been one of 
my most memorable teaching artists, 
and I appreciate his honesty, 
dedication, commitment and passion.”


